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Purpose of the establishment of private security companies; companies, sites, factories, etc.
holdings are set up to serve safer places. In order to provide a quality service private security
officers are required to carry a set of criteria. We as a family Altay Security careful while
choosing private security and we have received some major issues are. When selecting staff;
agreement that we're looking at a suitable staff to the project staff; Have specific security
identity? How diction? How conversational style and tone? Does the right to express himself?
Does EMBA exchange rates? be tolerated and without prejudice to behave Does anyone know?
Does verbiliy attention to the person opposite? passing of the criteria you have selected, etc.
The staff we're doing interviews before starting the project by training we provide more positive
and knowledgeable work. In addition to private security guards after the start of the project in
safety, first aid, communication to the project through training often provide better data to work
with. Altai Security makes it different from other companies is a matter thereof.

Our firm job offer before making a deal for the price we offer to the companies we prepare
according to the posting of a şaplo are giving. Search inside Istanbul we have first criteria when
posting them; security ID card, at least 1.70 over size 18 - 35, to be able to adapt to shift work
order, diction, smooth, strong communication skills are giving the team declared as friends.
After writing the necessary information to ad salary + way + food + sgk communication channels
with user details are announcing typing ads. Careers in the communication channel. Clear,
secret cv, work anew.'re Announcing with COM + newspaper ads
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